Summary: In this lesson, you will see a material’s strength being tested using the Charpy Impact Test. In this particular situation, the material is to be tested under very cold temperatures and to do so, the temperature at which the material needs to be tested needs to be converted from Fahrenheit to Celsius.

Part 1 (0:00-1:44)

- Play video (0:00-0:36), pause at (0:37) to answer the discussion questions.
- John says that the Charpy Impact Tester is used for “measuring the actual impact toughness of materials”? What do you think the different materials he is talking about could be?

- Why would something need to be tested at twenty below or forty below?

- The impact is measured in foot-pounds. What do you think foot-pounds are?

- Play video (0:38-1:40), pause at prompt (1:41-1:44) for “Break 1” to answer the discussion questions.
- Why would the dimensions need to be specifically these dimensions with the groove in that specific location?
• The notch is to be placed outward from the impact? Why would this be?

• John stated that three to five specimens will be tested and then an average of the foot-pounds will be taken. How would this be done – how do you find an average?

**Part 2 (1:45 – 2:31)**

• Play video (1:45-2:27), pause at prompt (2:28-2:31) for “Break 2” to answer the discussion questions.

• So, without the specimen the Charpy impact machine read zero foot-pounds of energy. Explain in your own words why and what is going to happen differently once a specimen is there?

• How do you think the temperature stipulated on contract documents are determined?

• Since the contract document stipulates the temperature in Fahrenheit and the machine needed to cool the specimen is in Celsius, what will need to be done in order to convert the temperatures?

• The contract document states that the temperature is listed at -20°F. Determine what this temperature is in Celsius.

**Part 3 (2:32 – 3:51)**

• Play video (2:32-3:20), pause at (3:21) to answer the discussion question and verify that you have determined the correct temperature in Celsius.

• John shows that -40°F is equal to -40°C. Does this happen at any other temperature?

• Play video (3:22-3:51) and answer the discussion questions.

• What does it look like the impact is measured to be? (Go back and pause at 3:39 to look closer.) Looking at the scale, if a stronger material were in the machine, would the foot-pounds be more or less than this?

• What may this measurement mean for the material being tested?
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